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Vollrath 30 Litres Floor-standing Planetary Mixer 5075803 CS230
1.84kW. Capacity: 28Ltr. Three speed   View Product 

 Code : CS230

  
 44% OFF   Sale 

£10,053.35

£5,631.99 / exc vat
£6,758.39 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 7 - 10 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Powerful and reliable, the Vollrath 28 litre floor
standing planetary mixer is ideal for saving time when
processing large quantities of mix, especially when
prepping bread, sauces and other similar large batch
product.

A true commercial kitchen workhorse, the mixer features a
hugely powerful three speed motor and three separate
attachments - a solid dough hook, a sturdy wire whisk and
a robust flat beater.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 1216 635 622

Cm 121.6 63.5 62.2

Inches
(approx)

47 24 24

 Output1840W

 Powerful 1.84kW commercial motor

 Sturdy, easy-clean construction

 28 litre stainless steel bowl with lever operated bowl

lift

 Easy to use digital controls with 0-30 minute timer

and auto-stop

 Planetary mixing action ensures all ingredients in the

bowl are mixed

 Mounted on stand for stability and ergonomic use

 Supplied with stainless steel whisk, flat beater,

spatula and strong dough hook

 Safety cut-out switch temporarily interrupts power if

gears are changed without stopping the mixer

 Number 12 hub accommodates Vollrath brand meat

grinder and vegetable slicer attachments (sold

separately)

 1.8M cord with plug

Capacity : 28 Litres
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